July 8, 2014

Review:
- A complete summary will be available at the next meeting.

General Comments:

The emptying of GA has taken place. It seemed to go smoothly. A great collection of items have been accumulated in the church hall (including a vast collection of clothes). The floor is being installed. We will wait until the whole rugged section of the floor has been installed before a decision is made regarding the tiled section of the floor. (If the tile section has to be done, it will take additional time for ordering material and installation.) The tiles are not as grey as the ones we had seen and ordered while in the store.

I have notified the scouts that items from GA are in the church hall. An Eagle Court – that was originally set for June – was re-scheduled to July 12th. There is room in the hall for both GA storage and the EC to take place as long as GA material remains along the walls of the hall.

Other items discussed:
- It was decided that GA will reopen on Saturday, August 2, 2014; and that the complete floor will be cover with the vinyl. Additional flooring will be ordered.
- Update on the volunteers: Eva Pageau & Estelle Tetreault can no longer volunteer; Marsha Trainor will be unavailable for next several weeks; Debbie Iafrate & Jeanne Carrier are limited.
- Pricing: all items will be color coded. Item will be move after two months to clearance area, and donated after three months. All clothing will be 50% off for the re-opening sale (two weeks) and then return to normal price. Fall/winter clothing will be transitioned into the clothing once store re-opens.
- Books will return to normal price. Audio books: cassettes $1.00; cds $2.00 or 3 for $5.00. DVDs will be priced at $1.00.
- Shelving and racks will be placed on Thursday morning (July 10th) at 9:30am. Gary (Shelby) will begin to reassemble the shelving along the back wall.
- Items will be sorted in the church hall. After the Eagle Court (July 12th), tables will be setup for the sorting to take place.
- No trying on of clothing is allowed in GA. The only exception is outer-wear.

Next meeting, October 7, 2014, at 1:30pm.